Holiday
Gift Guide

1215 Lower Water Street, Halifax

The Discovery Shop

Downtown’s Smartest Place to Shop
Just in time for the holidays, we’ve stocked the best gifts for science and tech lovers of all ages! Be sure to pop
by to explore our selection of educational books, toys and novelty items. What’s more, all purchases made at
The Discovery Shop help support our not-for-profit mission to provide the best in interactive learning experiences for
everyone! It’s perfect present shopping for the charitable season, found only at the Discovery Centre.

Smart Apparel
Make a clever selection from our Discovery Shop’s tees, sweatshirts, and toques, available in a range of
styles, colours, and sizes for both children and adults.

Starting at

LEGO® Advent Calendar:
Star Wars

$49.99

GLOW Planets and
Super Nova

$14.99

Galileo Thermometer
6” Ornament

$19.99

$13.99

It’s a galactic journey of holiday fun

Have the universe lull your young space

This clever glass ornament will let

with daily discoveries of LEGO minifigs,

enthusiast to sleep by decorating the

you know it’s warmest inside this

starships, and more!

walls and ceiling of their bedroom with

holiday season.

glow-in-the-dark planets and stars.
*Prices do not include applicable taxes
While supplies last.

Squishy Human Body

KidzLabs Crystal Science

$34.99

Light Up Tesla Kit

$159.99

$21.99

Learn about human anatomy from

It’s the chemistry of crystals as children

Imagine and build infinite projects by

the inside out with this fun toy that

grow their own sparkling treasures.

combining electronics with the power

every-body will love.

of code!

KidzLabs Lemon Clock

GeoSafari Jr.
My First Microscope

$21.99

Seamonkey Ocean Zoo

$34.99

$17.15

When life gives you lemons, make a

This microscope allows little ones

Watch them grow and observe the

clock! It’s time to discover the science

to easily see a hidden world with 8x

life cycle of Sea-Monkeys, a unique

of batteries.

magnifcation and built-in LED light.

species of brine shrimp.

Bare Conductive
Robot Parade

Crazy Aaron’s Thinking
Putty 2” Tins

Nancy B’s Stir it Up
Chemistry Lab

$112.50

$4.99

$39.99

Show how electricity flows with this fun

Squishable, squeezable stuff! Some

Perform cool chemistry experiments

and creative introduction to simple circuit

glow, some are magnetic, and some

in your kitchen!

design.

react to black light!

Gift of Membership
A perfect present that lasts all year! Our Discovery Centre
Family Memberships give unlimited access to the
Centre along with a host of other perks!

Starting at just $125!

